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Executive summary
The majority of EU Member States do not have any formal China strategy papers. Only 
Germany, Finland, Sweden and the Netherlands have published China-focused policy docu-
ments in the past five years, while Slovakia has a 2017 strategy on enhancing economic co-
operation with China, and Denmark a strategy from 2008. Some EU Member States, such 
as France and Belgium, and specific government ministries, such as the German Ministry 
of Economy, have adopted internal China strategies and guidelines that have not been offi-
cially released to the public. Outside of the EU, Switzerland has adopted a China strategy 
in March 2021.

Commonly referred to as ‘China strategies’, these documents outline national positions on 
China, rather than concrete strategies for managing bilateral relations.

Other countries are at various stages of formulating a China strategy, while some have 
published Indo-Pacific/Asia strategies, which include a focus on China. Many, however, are 
unlikely to publish China-specific policy documents in the near future.

Some countries have not published a policy document on China due to a variety of reasons. 
These can range from lacking capacity and resources to differences in political priorities. 
Others might choose to adopt only internal strategy documents because they do not wish 
to make their position public, as this might give away too many insights on government 
thinking, or could have negative effects on the relationship with China. 

The China strategies of Germany, Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden, which experience 
similar issues in relations with China, are guided by principles that are all consistent with 
the China strategy communicated at the EU level. 

Analysing other policy documents from the EU 27 that mention China, such as Indo-Pacific 
and Asia strategies or national security strategies, it is clear that differences between coun-
tries are more a question of relative emphasis on certain issues, particularly Russia–China, 
Taiwan and transatlantic cooperation, rather than radically distinct policies.

The China-specific policy documents of EU Member States should be seen as part of a wider 
evolution in China policy, expressed through various policy papers beginning from the EU-
China Strategic Outlook through to the most recent German Strategy on China. In keeping 
with the Strategic Outlook’s framing of China as a competitor, partner and systemic rival, 
they help shift emphasis in the wider European discourse towards the ‘competitor’ and ‘rival’ 
side of the equation. The publication of Germany’s China strategy drives forward the debate 
and exists in an ongoing conversation with past policy documents and strategies to come.
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Who has a China strategy?
Four EU Member States have published foreign policy papers that deal exclusively with China: 

•  The Netherlands’ policy paper ‘China-Netherlands: A New Balance’ was published 
in May 2019.

•  Sweden’s government communication ‘Approach to matters relating to China’ was 
released in September 2019.

• Finland’s ‘Governmental Action Plan on China’ was published in June 2021.

• Germany’s China Strategy was published in July 2023.

Additionally, Slovakia published a somewhat outdated strategy document in 2017 on en-
hancing economic cooperation with China. Though not an EU Member State, Switzerland 
is notable for having produced a 40-page ‘China Strategy’, adopted in March 2021. 

Several EU Member States, such as Austria, are planning to formulate strategy documents 
on China, though these processes are at varying stages of development.

A range of EU Member States have published Asia or Indo-Pacific strategies that feature China 
to varying degrees, while some are currently formulating Asia-focused policy documents. 

For the majority of EU Member States, we must look to generic foreign policy strategies, 
national security strategies or other official documents, in order to piece together a nation-
al position on China. However, many countries do not feature China prominently in official 
policy papers at all.

Table 1: Status of EU Member States’ China strategies

Austria Input paper commissioned in 2020; process to formulate China strategy lost momentum.1  

Belgium Possesses internal China strategy; may be a more general communication,  
but undecided.

Bulgaria No official China strategy present. 

Croatia No official China strategy present.

Republic of Cyprus No official China strategy present.

Czech Republic China strategy is reportedly2 in process of formulation; published Indo-Pacific 
strategy in November 2022, in which China features prominently; Security 
Strategy published in June 2023.

Denmark Published now-outdated action plan on China in 2008 entitled ‘Partnership for  
mutual benefit’.

Estonia Report on future relations between Asia and Estonia published in June 2022;  
other projects in development.

1  ‘China strategy’ generally refers to public and official China-focused policy papers, unless 
otherwise stated.

2  ‘Reportedly’ used here to refer to information obtained indirectly, i.e. from a trusted source but  
not public information or confirmation from someone directly involved in the process.

https://www.government.nl/documents/policy-notes/2019/05/15/china-strategy-the-netherlands--china-a-new-balance
https://www.government.se/legal-documents/2019/11/government-communication--20192018/
https://um.fi/publications/-/asset_publisher/TVOLgBmLyZvu/content/valtionhallinnon-kiina-toimintaohjelma/35732
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/aussenpolitik/regionaleschwerpunkte/asien/strategy-on-china/2608618
https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2017/203
https://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/fdfa/fdfa/publikationen.html/content/publikationen/en/eda/schweizer-aussenpolitik/China_Strategie_2021-2024.html
https://www.parlament.gv.at/dokument/XXVII/AB/8866/imfname_1420409.pdf
https://www.parlament.gv.at/dokument/XXVII/AB/8866/imfname_1420409.pdf
http://ubst-ro.dav.rackhosting.com/HTML2011/Danmark_-_Kina_Partnerskab_til_faelles_gavn/html/kap01.htm
https://aasiakeskus.ut.ee/et/sisu/eesti-ja-aasia-tulevikusuhete-raport
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Finland Published a 35-page ‘Government Action Plan’ on China in June 2021.

France Internal China strategy reportedly completed in 2019; new strategy could be 
forthcoming this year, following Macron’s state visit to China in April 2023.

Germany Published a 64-page ‘Strategy on China’ in July 2023; the German Federal  
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action also has internal China guidelines. 

Greece Strategy process reportedly began in 2020–2021, but lost momentum.

Hungary No official China strategy present.

Ireland No official China strategy present.

Italy No official China strategy present.

Latvia No official China strategy present.

Lithuania Extensive mention of China in policy documents; Indo-Pacific strategy published in 
July 2023; no China-specific strategy.

Luxembourg No official China strategy present.

Malta No official China strategy present.

Netherlands Published a 53-page policy paper entitled ‘China-Netherlands: A New Balance’ in 
May 2019.

Poland No official China strategy present.

Portugal No official China strategy present.

Romania No official China strategy present.

Slovakia Published a paper on developing economic relations with China in 2017; 
new foreign policy strategy reportedly in development.

Slovenia Asia strategy in development as part of review of general foreign policy strategy.

Spain Unlikely to have China strategy in development; Asia strategy published in 2018, 
but doesn't focus on bilateral ties with China.

Sweden Published a 22-page government communication in September 2019 entitled 
‘Approach to matters relating to China’.

Why publish a China strategy?
There are several reasons that a government might choose to publish a policy paper on any 
given topic. Doing so can help increase transparency and accountability in the policymaking 
process, presenting government policies while implicitly inviting a response from stakehold-
ers and the general public. 

A government might also publish a policy paper in order to demonstrate expertise and con-
cern to the public on a hot button issue. Alternatively, they might seek to stimulate debate 
and public concern around a government priority, or garner public support by explaining 
the rationale behind a position. 

In terms of setting policy direction, a public document has an advantage over an internal 
paper in that it provides widely available terms of reference. A public strategy functions 
like a manifesto, conferring legitimacy to a particular policy direction and providing a gov-
ernment-wide framework for future action.

https://um.fi/publications/-/asset_publisher/TVOLgBmLyZvu/content/valtionhallinnon-kiina-toimintaohjelma/35732
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/aussenpolitik/regionaleschwerpunkte/asien/strategy-on-china/2608618
https://urm.lt/uploads/default/documents/ENG%20Strategy.pdf
https://www.government.nl/documents/policy-notes/2019/05/15/china-strategy-the-netherlands--china-a-new-balance
https://www.slov-lex.sk/legislativne-procesy/-/SK/LP/2017/203
https://www.exteriores.gob.es/es/ServiciosAlCiudadano/PublicacionesOficiales/2018_02_ESTRATEGIA%20ASIA%20ENG.pdf
https://www.government.se/legal-documents/2019/11/government-communication--20192018/
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Often, the very process of formulating a position paper might form an important part of the 
policymaking process. In order to draft the paper, a government will consult with experts 
and gather information on a topic. Consensus may also need to be built between different 
parts of government. As has been the case with the German China strategy, the formulation 
process itself can be contentious. Through forcing a government to confront a topic and de-
clare a position, formulating a policy paper may eventually help resolve internal differences.

The Dutch, Finnish, German and Swedish policy papers on China all respond to a perceived 
need to re-evaluate relations with China in light of changing geopolitical realities. They can 
be seen as part of a wider evolution in China policy, expressed through various European 
policy papers beginning with the EU-China Strategic Outlook, published in March 2019. 
With reference to the Strategic Outlook’s framing of China as a ‘competitor, partner and 
systemic rival’, they help shift emphasis in the wider discourse towards the ‘competitor’ and 
‘rival’ side of the equation.

Why not publish a China strategy?
The majority of EU Member States have not published policy papers specifically dealing 
with China. Especially in the case of smaller EU countries, the most likely explanation for 
this absence is limited government capacity and political prioritisation. 

China expertise is scarce and formulating a fresh China strategy is not considered a pri-
ority use of government resources. This does not necessarily indicate a reluctance to take 
a critical stance on China. For example, Croatia and Romania may not have the capacity 
to prioritise China policy, but are likely to instead orient themselves to the direction set by 
larger EU Member States, as well as by Brussels and Washington. 

In other cases, countries may have the capacity to formulate a China strategy, but choose 
not to make this strategy public. For instance, Belgium and France both possess internal 
strategy documents on China, but have not yet published a China-focused policy paper. 

The clearest reason to keep such a document internal would be to avoid China learning of 
its contents. However, it would be possible for a country to possess an internal strategy, 
as well as to publish a more general public document with sensitive information removed. 
Indeed, existing public policy papers on China do not contain much in the way of concrete 
strategy. Instead, they could be more aptly described as position papers, establishing the 
contours of a national position on China.

It is likely that some governments simply judge that the risks of publicly framing Beijing 
as an adversary in a national strategic context outweigh the benefits of publishing a China 
strategy in the ways highlighted above. Another risk associated with formulating a China 
strategy is that the process might highlight, or even deepen, rifts within a country. These 
differences might then be instrumentalised by external actors. In presenting strategies, 
governments must do so involving a broad alliance of political actors.

https://commission.europa.eu/publications/eu-china-strategic-outlook-commission-and-hrvp-contribution-european-council-21-22-march-2019_en
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It is also important to take into consideration variances in political cultures between EU 
Member States. While some countries are more accustomed to transparency and public 
engagement in the policymaking process, others may prioritise confidentiality and internal 
decision-making processes.

Synergies between China strategies
Finland, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden: not much to disagree on

There is a good deal of common ground to be found between the China strategies of Finland, 
Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden. There is a clear progression in the sophistication of 
their assessments, but they largely identify the same bottlenecks in relations with China and 
profess to be guided by the same principles, all of which are consistent with China strategy 
communicated at the EU level. 

The strategies present a balance of opportunities and challenges in relation to China, noting 
a shift of emphasis from the former to the latter, as per the 2019 EU Strategic Outlook 
statement that ‘in Europe, there is growing appreciation in Europe that the balance of chal-
lenges and opportunities presented by China has shifted’. The tone is captured well in the 
Dutch formulation of ‘open where possible, protective where necessary’. This ‘opportunity, 
but challenge’ formulation is a common thread throughout the strategies. 

They all place a clear emphasis on the need for EU cohesion on China and on a values-driv-
en China policy, particularly with regard to human rights. They emphasise that the EU is 
the ‘most important channel’ (Netherlands), ‘main reference framework’ (Finland) and 
‘most important foreign policy arena’ (Sweden), while Germany’s strategy contains a sec-
tion entitled ‘Germany’s strategy on China as part of the joint EU policy on China’. 

There are differences between the strategies in terms of issue areas they cover, but the 
absence of a topic in one paper does not necessarily indicate disagreement. Some of these 
differences reflect unique national interests. For instance, Finland extensively mentions 
China’s influence in the Arctic and the Netherlands policy contains a section on Chinese in-
fluence in the Dutch Caribbean, while the German strategy also puts a focus on multi-level 
governance and Germany’s federal system.

The documents mostly differ in depth and their relative weighting of opportunity vs chal-
lenge in their assessment of relations with China. This is partly a question of timing, but 
not entirely. As might be expected of the most recently published policy document, the Ger-
man Strategy on China is the most detailed in terms of specific challenges and prospective 
solutions. It builds on several years of debate on competition and rivalry with China, as 
well as the successful development of policy tools at the EU level. However, the 2019 Dutch 
strategy provides a more thorough and critical assessment than the Finnish paper published 
two years later.
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Of the four strategies, the Dutch and German documents are particularly sophisticated in 
their assessment of China, its place in the world and the state of bilateral relations. For in-
stance, the Dutch strategy communicates an understanding of Chinese policy elites as being 
deeply wedded to anti-Western assumptions, noting that this ‘means that the Netherlands 
can do (or refrain from doing) relatively little to ‘keep China friendly’.

As suggested above, all four policy documents might more accurately be considered ‘po-
sition papers’ rather than strategies, in that their primary function is to outline the gov-
ernment’s understanding of China and clarify certain principles for managing the bilateral 
relationship. However, the Dutch and German papers also go further in specifying policy 
responses. While the Finnish paper makes promises like ‘Finland will pay specific attention 
to China’s global role and activities in developing countries’, the Dutch paper contains a 
section in each chapter entitled ‘How will we do this?’, with pledges such as ‘The govern-
ment will invest in creating extra capacity at the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) in 
order to give strategic and practical advice on the many visits of Chinese delegations’. The 
German paper also suggests specific courses of action, but it is more abstract and non-com-
mittal than the Dutch strategy, for instance in statements like ‘The Federal Government will 
continue to work to raise awareness of risks related to China’.

Common ground and differences among the EU 27

Greater differences emerge when looking beyond the China strategies of Germany, the 
Netherlands, Sweden and Finland to the more general policy documents of the EU 27, 
ranging from national security to Indo-Pacific strategies, but there is still plenty of com-
mon ground to build on.3 Differences are rarely stark distinctions and are more often a 
question of relative emphasis on certain issues. 

Although China strategies that have been published maintain what the Dutch call in their 
strategy a ‘constructively critical’ approach, the absence of a China strategy does not nec-
essarily signal a neglecting, or even dovish, stance on China, as Lithuania illustrates. 

China capacity and coordination

All four existent China strategies contain one absolutely clear policy recommendation. All 
of the policy documents end with a call to deepen expertise on China and to enhance coop-
eration on China policy. The Swedish strategy, for instance, contains the provisions for the 
establishment of a national research-based knowledge centre on China – a programme that 
has already had some success. 

The call to enhance national expertise on China is an obvious actionable item that few EU 
Member States would find objectionable. However, EU Member States clearly differ in their 
capacity to build China expertise in-country. The need to develop China expertise is most 
vital in those countries with limited capacity. The lack of critical, informed debate on China 

3  Because many countries are lacking publicly available policy documents on China, their interests 
may not be properly represented. As discussed above, such documents are also unlikely to represent 
the full spectrum of EU Member States’ interests.
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in countries like Malta and Cyprus means that Chinese media and officials have more room 
to shape the discourse. At the same time, these countries’ investment-orientated foreign pol-
icies and limited capacity make them easy targets for extending Chinese influence in the EU.

Human rights and EU unity, in principle

An easy point of convergence between EU Member States on China is the need to pursue a 
value-based approach and to act in unity. Policy documents reliably reference these princi-
ples, but they do so with varying degrees of sophistication and commitment. In reality, these 
principles might take a back seat to national interest in bilateral relations with China, and 
this is already evident in policy documents.

The Netherlands, for instance, has a relatively progressive take on the centrality of human 
rights to its China policy. It states that ‘China’s view of human rights affects three levels: in 
China, in the Netherlands and at the multilateral level’. Meanwhile, the Greek foreign min-
istry’s ‘Strategic Plan 2022-2025’ mentions China once, in the context of the foreign policy 
goal of ‘developing cooperation with […] Russia and China […] in selected areas and within 
limits set by international legality, our commitments to partners’. The German strategy, for 
example, stresses that China has ratified both of the International Labour Organization’s 
fundamental standards prohibiting forced labour and that the government is committed to 
preventing products made by forced labour from being sold on the European internal market’.

The BRI and connectivity

Many EU countries were initially enthusiastic about China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) 
and the prospect of Chinese investment in their countries’ infrastructure. This is especially 
true of the Central and Eastern European countries (CEEC) that constitute the original 
16+1 grouping of CEEC states plus China. The peak of BRI enthusiasm was between 
2016-2019. Promise fatigue has since set in and few, if any, EU countries now hold out 
hope for significant BRI investment. A common position on the BRI and the risks of Chinese 
investment in European infrastructure is now more accessible than ever. Even the 2020 
Hungarian National Security Strategy of pro-China Viktor Orbán’s government states, 
regarding the BRI, that Hungary must ‘take into account the factors resulting from the 
vulnerability that may stem from investment in critical infrastructure’. At the same time, 
however, it does note that Hungary is ‘interested in the vigorous and pragmatic strength-
ening of Hungarian-Chinese relations, in particular […] the Belt and Road Initiative’. The 
tone differs drastically from the mainstream EU approach, but the commonalities remain. 
The German government has a particular global view in its China strategy, noting the im-
portance of promoting partnerships with third countries, also as a way to counter the BRI.

The China–Russia axis

The war in Ukraine has changed the China calculus for the whole of the EU, but especial-
ly Eastern European countries. Their strategies now consider China in light of Beijing’s 
support for Russia’s war in Ukraine. There is an emerging European consensus that the 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2059436421994442
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partnership challenges European interests, and that is made crystal clear in the German 
strategy, which states ‘China’s relationship with Russia, in particular since Russia’s war of 
aggression against Ukraine, is an immediate security concern for Germany’.

The Latvian foreign ministry’s annual report, for example, states that ‘China’s distanc-
ing itself from condemning Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is another worrying signal’ and 
emphasises the need to call on China ‘to take a more determined and responsible position 
against the war waged by Russia’. The new Czech Security Strategy, published June 2023, 
states unequivocally that ‘Russia and China share the same interest – to weaken the influ-
ence and unity of democratic countries’.

Though not necessarily evident from written communications on China, the war in Ukraine 
appears to have softened the distinction on China policy between pro-China President An-
drzej Duda in Poland and his more China-critical government. As usual, Hungary remains 
an obstacle to a more united EU position on this issue.

China as a security threat

That China poses a cybersecurity threat to national interests is a point readily acknowl-
edged by EU Member States, though some still shy away from calling out China specifical-
ly. More controversial is the claim that China might pose a long-term conventional threat 
to European security interests. Some countries emphasise more than others the challenge 
posed by China’s military modernization and regional power ambitions. The Dutch strategy 
notes that China does not pose a direct, conventional threat in the short to medium term, 
but without explicitly naming China as a long-term threat, it notes with concern China’s 
‘substantial investments in expeditionary capabilities’. 

Transatlantic alignment

EU member state policy documents all stress the need for cooperating with ‘like-minded’ 
allies on China, but the relative importance they place on cooperation with European vs 
transatlantic vs Indo-Pacific allies vary.

A clear point of contention is the degree to which alignment with the United States is 
stressed as a principle of policy on China. Following the war in Ukraine, smaller EU Mem-
ber States, especially those in the East, have become more firmly committed to the trans-
atlantic relationship. Though this need not be at the expense of EU alignment, it does have 
implications for a common EU position. The Czech Indo-Pacific strategy describes the 
United States as Czechia’s ‘natural partner and close ally’ in the region, for instance, while 
the French National Strategic Review depicts France as a ‘balancing power’ that ‘refuses 
to be locked into bloc geopolitics’.4

The German Strategy also appears cautious regarding transatlantic alignment, noting with 
a sense of aloofness that ‘China has entered into geopolitical rivalry with the United States’.

4 French 2022 National Strategic Review
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Interpretation of the Taiwan and One-China policy

Policy documents on China differ in their emphasis on ‘enhancing relations’ with Taiwan. 
The question of to what extent and how publicly countries pursue cooperation with Taiwan is 
likely to be a point of contention between EU Member States. The Baltic countries, along with 
Sweden and Finland, call for enhancing cooperation with Taiwan, but the majority of member 
state policy documents are silent on the issue. While stressing continued adherence to a One-
China policy, the Dutch and German strategies mention the importance of ties with Taiwan, 
and the German document states that Germany wishes to expand relations with Taiwan.

Climate cooperation

Emphasising the need for cooperation with China on climate change is standard among 
policy documents on China and constitutes solid common ground. However, countries differ 
in the extent to which they emphasise cooperation vs criticism of China on environmental 
issues. The Dutch China strategy, for instance, strongly emphasises bottlenecks and points 
of contention regarding climate, including ‘the risks of “greenwashing” and the leakage 
of Dutch technology to China’. The German strategy stresses the need for cooperation with 
China on climate, but also covers the importance of competition with China in renewable 
technologies and implies that China is falling short of its responsibilities.

Dependence

The key divisive China policy issue within Germany is the extent to which the government 
should incentivise German companies to reduce their dependencies on China. Although 
the Finnish and Dutch China strategies raise economic dependence on China as an issue of 
concern, it is essentially the key concern in the German Strategy on China. Though German 
economic dependence on China is particularly strong, this is to some extent a reflection of 
the times. Particularly following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the exposure of Europe-
an dependency on Russian gas, the primary occupation and main buzzword in the European 
China policy debate has shifted from reciprocity to de-risking.
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Country by country assessment
Austria

Austria has not yet published a China strategy.5 The current coalition’s government pro-
gramme for 2020-2024 provides for the development of a national strategy on China, 
and an inter-ministerial group (co-chaired by the Chancellery and Foreign Ministry) was 
formed at the end of 2020 for this purpose. The Mercator Institute for China Studies in 
Berlin and the Austria Institute for Europe and Security Policy (AIES) were commissioned, 
in December 2020, to provide input, and according to a response to parliamentary ques-
tions in February 2022, work on the strategy is ongoing. 

However, former Chancellor Sebastian Kurz and certain advisors in his government are 
thought to have been driving forces behind this process, and the prospects for the paper be-
ing published soon are not high.6 Other Austrian policy documents do not make significant 
mention of China. 

Later this year, the ÖVP-Green government coalition intends to put forth a new Austrian se-
curity strategy, which might give hints towards the further development of a China strategy. 

Belgium

The Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs does have an internal strategy document on China. 
There are no plans to make this strategy public, as it contains concrete policy proposals that 
Belgium does not want China to become aware of. There may be a more general communication 
on the strategy, but it has not been decided.7 Currently, a review of the strategy is ongoing.

In December 2021, Belgium adopted its first National Security Strategy. The 48-page 
document mentions China five times, stating the security threat posed by US–China great 
power competition and also Russia’s and China’s attempts to establish a presence in power 
vacuums along Belgium’s periphery. 

Belgium’s political landscape is fragmented, and there is no clear hierarchy of economic 
interests and political values. At the same time, Belgium is a staunch sponsor of European 
unity and multilateral institutions, and its diplomacy regularly emphasises a commitment 
to democracy and human rights.

5  All statements on the absence of China strategies are to the best of the author’s knowledge. In 
most cases, preliminary findings have been checked with country experts, but more time is needed 
for further research.

6  A source consulted for this research close to the formulation process expressed concern that the 
strategy may not be released soon, but speculated that publication of the German strategy may 
provide fresh impetus.

7  According to source in the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

https://www.parlament.gv.at/gegenstand/XXVII/AB/8866
https://www.euronews.com/2021/12/02/austria-s-ex-chancellor-sebastian-kurz-retires-from-politics
https://www.premier.be/fr/strategie-de-securite-nationale#:~:text=R%C3%A9silience%20sur%20le%20long%20terme,la%20sauvegarde%20de%20nos%20int%C3%A9r%C3%AAts.
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Bulgaria

Bulgaria has not published a China strategy, nor does it provide any signal on Bulgarian 
policy toward China in any official document. Formulating a China strategy is also unlikely 
to be a priority for the current government. 

Bulgaria’s approach to China is largely shaped by ad-hoc personal responses, but Bulgaria 
has a broadly more positive disposition towards China than is the EU norm. Along with 
Croatia and Cyprus, Bulgaria is one of the few countries that has opted not to implement  
a direct foreign investment screening mechanism.

Croatia

Croatia has not published a China strategy and is unlikely to release one in the near future. 
There is not much internal debate on China, and it will likely follow the lead on China from 
larger EU Member States.

Croatia’s National Security Strategy, published in 2017, does not mention China. The 
Foreign Ministry’s ‘Implementation Programme’ for 2021-2024 mentions China twice in 
broadly positive terms, citing the Chinese-led ‘17+1’ grouping of Central and Eastern 
European countries (now 14+1) as an example of Croatia strengthening its position in the 
international community. It also states that in Asia, Croatia will prioritise improving rela-
tions with China, as well as India, Japan and South Korea.

Cyprus

Cyprus has not published a China strategy and it is unlikely that one is being formulated. 
Cyprus does not publish many policy documents. There is a reference to a ‘Strategic Plan’ 
for 2021–2023 on the foreign ministry’s website, but only an ‘Economic Diplomacy Strat-
egy’, which does not mention China, appears to be public.

Cyprus has not implemented a foreign direct investment screening mechanism. Discourse 
on China appears largely centred around Chinese media and pro-China voices.8 

Czech Republic

Czechia has not yet published a China strategy, but one is reportedly in preparation. In 
June 2023, Prague approved a new security strategy – the first in eight years. The 22-
page document is tough on China, mentioning the country China 13 times, and stating in 
the executive summary: ‘China calls into question the international order. This has adverse 
implications for Euro-Atlantic security’. It also states that: ‘Russia and China share the 
same interest – to weaken the influence and unity of democratic countries. The systemic 
competition is of a long-term nature.’

8  A former ambassador to China made the comment in a 2020 newsletter containing a foreword by 
the foreign minister that Cyprus adheres to the policy of ‘one China’ with Taiwan as part and parcel 
of mainland China. She also called Xi Jinping ‘the visionary president of China’.

https://www.politico.eu/article/down-to-14-1-estonia-and-latvia-quit-chinas-club-in-eastern-europe/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://mfa.gov.cy/el/mission,-organisation-and-finances/&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1673353957200998&usg=AOvVaw1361OYiG-oPlTtE_UAjLsf
https://www.mzv.cz/file/5119429/MZV_BS_A4_brochure_WEB_ENG.pdf
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Czechia also published a strategy document on the Indo-Pacific in November 2022. The 17-
page English language version, entitled ‘Closer Than We Think’, mentions China 10 times, 
and acknowledges that ‘the dominant topic is our response to China‘s growing geopolitical 
and economic influence and its global ambitions’. It notes ‘China‘s growing ambitions and 
assertive (if not confrontational) approach’ and identifies the United States as Czechia’s 
‘natural partner and close ally’ in the region.

Further down, the report states that ‘China poses a fundamental systemic challenge glob-
ally and also in terms of direct influence operations in democratic countries, including the 
Czech Republic’. It also goes into some detail on the risks that China poses, mentioning 
‘Chinese investment in Czech and European critical infrastructure, China’s domination of 
strategic supply chains, its control of the key commodities, and the way it develops emerg-
ing and disruptive technologies, especially AI, with no regard for ethical rules and interna-
tional standards’.

Denmark

Denmark published an action plan for China, in 2008, titled ‘Partnership for Mutual Ben-
efit’. Denmark’s Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation published a unilateral 
strategy on closer cooperation with China, but both documents are clearly outdated. 

There is not known to be any upcoming China strategy in the pipeline, but Denmark’s new 
Foreign and Security Policy Strategy features China much more prominently, and with 
more critical wording, than the previous two iterations. The section on China starts with an 
acknowledgement of the EU’s competitor, partner and systemic rival formulation. The pa-
per mentions China in the context of Beijing’s challenge to the international human rights 
regime, the necessity of cooperation on climate, cybersecurity, technology competition, 
China’s military modernization and China’s interest in the Arctic.

Estonia

The Estonian foreign ministry completed, in June 2022, a report (in Estonian) on the future 
of Estonian relations in Asia. Although the working title of the paper was ‘Asia Strategy’, 
it evolved into a report on Estonian interests and a scenario sketching exercise. China 
features heavily, with the four scenarios of ‘cooperation’, ‘separation’, ‘adaptation’ and 
‘collision’ largely revolving around dynamics between the West and China. 

The report makes several recommendations based on these scenarios. Regarding China, it 
recommends:

•  Creating ‘an overview of value chains in which Estonia has a critical dependence 
on China, in order to prepare an action plan for the implementation of our China 
Plus One strategy’.

•  In education, distinguishing which ‘(security-related) areas cooperation with  
China and other authoritarian countries will continue’.

•  ‘Increas[ing] Estonian society’s awareness of China in order to balance the influ-
ence of China’s soft power and reduce the threat of espionage.’

http://ubst-ro.dav.rackhosting.com/HTML2011/Danmark_-_Kina_Partnerskab_til_faelles_gavn/html/kap01.htm
https://um.dk/errors/404?item=%2fforeign-policy%2fforeign-and-security-policy-strategy-2022&user=um_en%5cAnonymous&site=um-en
https://www.riigikogu.ee/en/press-releases/foreign-affairs-committee-supported-preparation-asian-strategy-estonia/
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Contributing experts are currently working on several projects that will develop certain 
aspects on paper.

‘International Security and Estonia 2022’, published by the Estonian Foreign Intelligence 
Service, also contains a chapter on China’s economic coercion of Lithuania and Chinese 
disinformation.

Finland

After collaboration between Finnish ministries, the Finnish ministry for foreign affairs 
published a 35-page ‘Government Action Plan’ on China in June 2021. It had previously 
published a China strategy in 2010. Like previous China strategies, the action plan is more 
accurately a summary of Finnish principles and perspectives on issues within the scope of 
the Finland-China relationship.

The document emphasises the EU as ‘the main reference framework for Finland’s external 
relations’ and that ‘Finnish foreign and security policy is based on human rights’. It ac-
knowledges the ‘situation of China’s ethnic minorities such as the Tibetans and Uyghurs’ as 
‘key concerns’, and also states support for cooperation with Taiwan as ‘an important Asian 
economy with a functioning democracy and shared values’. 

The paper runs through various sectors and issue areas, stating both concerns with China’s 
position and opportunities for cooperation. In contrast to the 2010 paper, the 2021 plan 
recognises China as a challenge (but not explicitly as a threat) to Finnish interests, shifting 
from the 2010 emphasis on economic opportunity.

The document references ‘the situation of China’s ethnic minorities’ and Finland’s support 
for human rights in the context of ‘foreign and security policy dialogue’. In a long section 
entitled ‘Aiming for a level playing field in commercial activities’, it states that companies 
are expected to ‘have robust risk management processes in place for addressing sustainabil-
ity and human rights’, and in reference to China’s growing role in global value chains, that 
Finland seeks to avoid ‘harmful strategic dependencies’. 

Other than a few statements of caution, the rest of this section, and the following section 
on ‘Multisectoral public sector cooperation’, largely deal in issue-specific, but fairly ge-
neric, statements such as ‘Finland aims to strengthen the EU’s Arctic policy and Arctic 
cooperation, with a focus on climate change mitigation and reducing China’s black carbon 
emissions’.

The third chapter on ‘The Overall Framework’ of cooperation provides the government’s 
assessment of China’s goals and the current state of affairs regarding several trends. The 
headings of this chapter claim that ‘Political stability is a priority for China’, ‘China is so-
lidifying its global position and striving for leadership’, and ‘Great power competition and 
the technology race are challenging China’.

The paper does not make explicit recommendations, but it emphasises in the conclusion a 
need for ‘national coordination’ on China, ‘up-to-date situational analysis’ and the need to 
strengthen ‘China-related knowledge’ in Finland. 

https://um.fi/publications/-/asset_publisher/TVOLgBmLyZvu/content/valtionhallinnon-kiina-toimintaohjelma/35732
https://finlandabroad.fi/documents/35732/48132/handlingsprogrammet_p%C3%A5_engelska.pdf/c3d7aece-f9c3-bf42-83b0-ac677e85bf85?t=1560009381923
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France 

France has not published a strategy document on China. It does have an Indo-Pacific strategy, 
outlined by President Emmanuel Macron in May 2018 and last updated in February 2022. 
The document does not go into detail on France’s bilateral relationship with China, men-
tioning it mainly in the context of its economic importance to the region, and once in the 
context of ‘profound strategic changes’ in the Indo-Pacific: ‘China’s power is increasing, 
and its territorial claims are expressed with greater and greater strength. Competition be-
tween China and the US is increasing, as are tensions at the Chinese-Indian border, in the 
Taiwan Strait and on the Korean peninsula.’

Unlike in Germany, where the formulation of the China strategy is an inter-ministerial 
affair, foreign policy in France is highly centralised, especially under Macron, and the pro-
cess is driven by the President himself. In 2018, Macron set a new direction for France’s 
China strategy with his speech in Xi’an, China. An internal China strategy was finalised the 
following year, in 2019. Since the French presidential election in April 2022, the French 
foreign ministry has received little direction on China. If France is to formulate a new 
strategy document this year, it will be driven according to the direction set by Macron. The 
President’s policy signals on China have been mixed. On both China and Russia, he runs into 
a conflict of interest between advocating for a more assertive European foreign policy, and 
a desire for France to play the role of a ‘mediator power’.

During his state visit to China in April 2023, Macron provoked backlash among Western 
allies by implying that Taiwan is not a European priority and by emphasising the need for 
France to distance itself from the US–China conflict. Although it is not clear that Macron 
intended to deliver such a strong message, his vision of a Europe equidistant between the 
US and China diverges from views in Brussels and elsewhere in Europe about the danger 
of dependence on China.

The defence ministry operates with slightly more autonomy on China policy than other parts 
of government. The 2022 National Strategic Review mentions China 15 times in 90 pages 
and contains a section on China. It notes the challenge China poses to France, ideologically, 
as well as economically, technologically, diplomatically and militarily. It also sees France in 
the role of ‘mediator’, referring to France as a ‘balancing power’ that ‘refuses to be locked 
into bloc geopolitics’.

Germany

The German Federal Government published a 64-page ‘Strategy on China’ in July 2023, 
following publication of Germany’s first national security strategy in June. 

The Strategy on China describes the challenges faced by Germany in its relations with 
China, balancing the need to reduce German economic dependence on China with support 
for maintaining trade and investment ties. The document explores specific challenges, for 
instance risks associated with the Chinese market and the need for ‘technological sover-
eignty’, but like other Member State’s China strategies, it does not make many concrete 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-france-silk-road-idUSKBN1EX0FS
https://uk.ambafrance.org/President-Macron-pays-State-visit-to-China
https://www.ft.com/content/57c82d61-b2df-4712-b996-46a3c5df3fa3
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commitments. More characteristically, it makes statements like: ‘The Federal Government 
will consult on whether existing instruments should be further developed.’ The document 
is also explicit that the strategy will be implemented ‘at no additional cost to the overall 
federal budget’. 

The strategy calls out China on human rights abuses, and while re-emphasising the EU”s 
‘One-China’ policy, makes it clear that Germany will continue engagement with Taiwan.

The document begins by setting out the logic behind a new German Strategy on China: 
‘China has changed. As a result of this and China’s political decisions, we need to change 
our approach to China.’ It expands on the aims of publishing such a strategy, mentioning 
first the goal of presenting the government’s ‘views on the status of and prospects for 
relations with China’. This section also claims that the strategy provides a ‘framework’ 
for Federal Ministries and forms the ‘basis for enhanced coordination on China’ within 
Germany, Europe and beyond. 

The strategy repeats the EU-level framing of China as partner, competitor and systemic 
rival, emphasising that ‘China’s conduct and decisions have caused the elements of rivalry 
and competition in our relations to increase in recent years’. Regarding competition, the 
strategy makes clear that it is not the government’s intention to ‘impede China’s economic 
progress’, nor to pursue ‘de-coupling’, but that ‘de-risking is urgently needed’. In reference 
to the rivalry side of the equation, the strategy notes that China is seeking to ‘relativise the 
foundations of the rules-based order’. 

Five chapters follow the explanatory introduction: 

• A two-page section situating the German strategy firmly within the EU context. 

•  A section entitled ‘Bilateral Cooperation with China’, which details various as-
pects of bilateral relations, including on climate and human rights. 

•  ‘Strengthening Germany and the EU’, which contains the core content of the 
strategy and explores German resilience in the context of competition and ri-
valry with China, e.g. diversifying supply chains and protection of critical 
infrastructure.

•  ‘International cooperation’, which recognises the necessity of cooperating with 
allies in responding to the challenges China poses.

•  And finally a two-page concluding section on ‘Co-ordinating policy and building 
expertise on China’.

The short section on the importance of a ‘joint EU policy’ stresses, as is standard in other 
member state China strategies, that ‘only an EU acting in concert […] can achieve results 
in the cooperation with China’. It also takes aim at EU candidate countries, noting that ‘it 
is important that EU candidate countries also shape their approach to China in a way that 
does not run contrary to pan-European interests’.
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The chapter on bilateral relations acknowledges that ‘exchange with China’ has declined in 
‘recent years’, leading to a ‘growing asymmetry in relations’. Here the strategy also calls 
out China for human rights abuses in Xinjiang and ‘backsliding on civil and political rights’. 
A subsection on human rights also notes that respect for human rights ‘has an econom-
ic aspect’, and that ‘competitive advantages’ should be allowed to arise from violations.  
A long subsection on the environment references Xi Jinping’s 2021 pledge not to finance 
coal overseas, noting that ‘China remains the world’s biggest financier of coal abroad’. 
In the section on education, the strategy acknowledges, for the first of several times, the 
Chinese policy of ‘Military-Civil Fusion’ and how it complicates collaboration on civilian 
research projects. Separately, in a section on the 2030 agenda, the strategy notes China’s 
growing importance to ‘international financial institutions’ and China’s ‘special responsi-
bility in the context of debt restructuring’ for indebted countries.

The next chapter on ‘Strengthening Germany and the EU’ further explores de-risking and 
diversification measures. On diversifying supply chains, the strategy takes the example of 
dependence on Russia and states that it is a priority to ‘swiftly’ reduce risks, but at ‘a cost 
that is acceptable to the German economy’. 

The section in this chapter on ‘Risks on the Chinese market’ contains some of the most 
important passages in the strategy. The strategy states that risks ‘must be more strongly 
internalised on the part of companies so that state funds do not have to be tapped into in the 
event of a geopolitical crisis’. In terms of policy response, the strategy simply notes that the 
government is ‘in dialogue with companies’, is ‘working to raise awareness of this issue’ and 
that it will ‘consult on whether existing instruments should be developed further’.

The strategy advocates for a ‘modern competition law’ to empower European companies 
against subsidised Chinese counterparts, and emphasises engagement with the EU for 
investment strategies. It acknowledges the need for an ‘umbrella law on critical infra-
structure’, addresses resilience against interference, including overseas police stations and 
disinformation campaigns, and acknowledges Chinese cyber espionage.

The chapter on ‘international cooperation’ deals with global partnerships, multilateral fora 
and security policy. It acknowledges that ‘numerous countries are pivoting ever more to-
wards China’, and claims that this is ‘due to a lack of alternatives’. In providing a better 
alternative, however, the strategy notes that it does not intend to ‘promote a new confronta-
tion between blocs or to force countries into making us-or-them decisions’. In this chapter, 
the strategy notes the main Chinese foreign policy initiatives, such as the Belt and Road 
Initiative, which it claims has ‘contributed to unsustainable levels of debt’ and has ‘created 
strong political dependencies’, as well as the Global Development Initiative and Global Se-
curity Initiative, which it implies are superfluous and unduly China-serving.

The chapter notes the importance of international agreements and partnerships in trade diver-
sification, technology and infrastructure, here referencing the EU’s ‘Global Gateway’ initiative.

Taiwan is mentioned several times, and the strategy states that Germany has ‘economic 
and technological interests regarding Taiwan’. In the section on security policy, China’s 
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‘rearmament efforts’ are noted with concern, but Russia-China cooperation in the context 
of the invasion of Ukraine takes centre stage. 

On the Taiwan Strait, the strategy claims that ‘Germany is working for de-escalation’, and 
that the status quo ‘may only be changed by peaceful means and mutual consent’. It referenc-
es the ‘situation in the South China Sea’, with support for ‘efforts to create a substantive and 
legally binding code of conduct’ between China and ASEAN, and it mentions in passing the 
‘situation in the East China Sea’.

The final section of the chapter makes a call for China to be part of ‘multilateral efforts 
to develop high and binding standards’ for responsible use of ‘disruptive military technolo-
gies’, including artificial intelligence.

The final chapter on ‘coordinating policy and building expertise’ opens by contrasting 
German and Chinese political systems, claiming that Germany’s political system is char-
acterised by a ‘variety of levels and remits of authority’, while the Chinese system is ‘built 
on centralised control’. It notes that China attempts to influence at all government levels, 
and that as a response the ‘Federal Government aims to increase, within current structures, 
coordination regarding its policy on China’.

This final version of the strategy is much softer than the draft leaked in November 2022, 
and represents a compromise between the German Federal Foreign Office and the Chancel-
lery. Aside from using much less critical language, the final strategy also removes reference 
to several economic tools mentioned in the first draft, including a reporting requirement 
for German companies and the use of ‘stress tests in order to identify China-specific risks 
at an early stage’. Compared to the leaked draft, the final strategy also de-emphasises the 
importance of working with allies on China, particularly with the USA and within the NATO 
framework.

Germany’s National Security strategy, published in 2023, mentions China six times, high-
lighting that ‘the elements of rivalry and competition have increased in recent years, but 
at the same time China remains a partner without whom many of the most pressing global 
challenges cannot be resolved’. Taiwan is notably absent from the strategy.

The Indo-Pacific guidelines, published in 2020, also mention China some 62 times in 72 
pages, though it focuses largely on cooperation with China, referencing competition only in 
the context of ‘technological competition between China and the United States’, a develop-
ment that it claims is ‘putting Germany and the EU under pressure’.

Greece

Greece has not published a China strategy. Two years ago, the national security advisor to 
the Prime Minister was reportedly tasked with putting together a China policy memo, but 
the process has not progressed.

Last October, Greece’s national security strategy was presented at the Government Nation-
al Security Council. China is likely covered, but it has not been published and will remain an 
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internal document until the next general elections, in mid-2023, due to security concerns 
surrounding Turkey. 

The Greek foreign ministry’s ‘Strategic Plan 2022-2025’ mentions China only once, in the 
context of the foreign policy goal of ‘developing cooperation with […] Russia and China 
[…] in selected areas and within limits set by international legality, our commitments to 
partners […] and our national priorities’.

Greece is seen as a pro-China voice within the EU due to large Chinese investments in the 
country, though it is no longer as supportive of Beijing as it once was. Greece has yet to 
adopt a screening mechanism for foreign direct investment, largely because 1) it is not seen 
as a priority with elections drawing near and security concerns over Turkey, and 2) attract-
ing investment is still seen as a high priority.

Hungary

Hungary has not published a China strategy, and it is unlikely to in the near future. The 
foreign policy strategy published in 2008 only mentions China in terms of economic op-
portunity. The latest national security strategy (2020) contains a section on China, again 
largely in positive terms. It states that Hungary is ‘interested in the vigorous and pragmatic 
strengthening of Hungarian-Chinese relations, in particular […] the Belt and Road Initia-
tive’. It does warn that Hungary ‘must also take into account the factors resulting from the 
vulnerability that may stem from investment in critical infrastructure’.

The position on China demonstrated in policy documents is broadly in keeping with the 
pro-China inclinations of the current Hungarian government.

Ireland

Ireland published ‘Global Ireland: Delivering in the Asia Pacific Region to 2025’ in Jan-
uary 2020. The 20-page document mentions China 14 times, purely in terms of economic 
cooperation. Other government policy papers also make no significant mention of China, 
other than in passing as an economic or cultural opportunity. However, Ireland’s Foreign 
Minister Michael Martin has staunchly supported the European Commission’s de-risking 
and economic security agenda. 

Italy

China is not a top priority of Italian foreign policy, a fact reflected in the absence of China 
in Italian foreign policy documents. Italy has not published a China strategy, nor is it in the 
process of formulating one. The Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs published, in January 
2022, an English language document entitled ‘Italian contributions to the EU Strategy for 
the Indo Pacific’, but it mentions China only in passing. In addition, Italy is expected to 
leave China’s Belt and Road Initiative before the end of 2023.
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Latvia

Latvia has not published a China strategy, and it is unlikely that one will be published in the 
near future as relations with China have been deprioritised. 

The 2022 ‘Annual Report’ features a section of China that runs through several Latvian 
concerns, including China’s relationship with Russia and its ‘growing authoritarian tenden-
cies, including systematic human rights abuses, especially in Xinjiang’. It stresses the need 
for a ‘common denominator’ for EU–China cooperation to be found that is based in ‘unity, 
the ability to defend universal basic values, ensure economic independence and defend one’s 
economic interests’.

Referencing Lithuania’s withdrawal from what was originally the 16+1 mechanism, the 
2021 edition of the foreign ministry’s ‘public overview’ recommends ‘the development of 
cooperation to all EU Member States in a common “27+1” format’.

The foreign ministry also publishes on its website the foreign minister’s speech at the annu-
al parliamentary foreign policy debate. The 2020, 2021 and 2022 editions mention China 
four, nine and seven times, respectively, in contrast with either passing mention in previous 
years, or six mentions in 2016 highlighting China as an economic opportunity.

Lithuania

Lithuania does not currently have a public China strategy, though China features in numer-
ous policy papers that have been published. The 2016 ‘Lithuanian Government Programme 
on Foreign Policy’ is outdated, but the 2020 ‘Resolution on Directions in Foreign Policy’ 
notes that China is ‘challenging EU’s unity and essential interests of the Communit’, and 
advocates for ‘finding a common position on its relations’ with China. In this context, it 
emphasises the need to ensure human rights standards, safeguard strategic economic in-
dependence, protect European infrastructure and enable export controls, and supports the 
development of cooperation with Taiwan and Hong Kong.

In July 2023, the government published a 16-page Indo-Pacific strategy (‘For a secure, re-
silient, and prosperous Future: Lithuania’s Indo-Pacific Strategy’), which mentions China 18 
times and Taiwan 16 times. The strategy particularly highlights the challenges that China poses 
(economic and political coercion, Russia-China alliance, willingness to alter the world or-
der, and territorial and maritime disputes).

Although it is more of a report on developments rather than a strategy or policy paper, the 
2022 ‘National Threat Assessment’, published by the Intelligence Services and State Se-
curity Department, is focused on China and is also a helpful measure of the tone of debate. 
The paper mentions China 72 times across 74 pages, and its bottom line is that ‘authori-
tarian Chinese foreign policy, economic and information activity are becoming increasingly 
aggressive’. The 2021 National Security Strategy, also extensively mentions the threats 
posed by China, though it is also informational rather than advisory.

https://urm.lt/uploads/default/documents/ENG%20Strategy.pdf
https://urm.lt/uploads/default/documents/ENG%20Strategy.pdf
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Luxembourg

Luxembourg has not published a China or an Asia strategy. It publishes an annual foreign 
policy address by the minister for foreign affairs, the 2022 edition of which featured China 
17 times over 38 pages. In this speech, the foreign minister focuses on China’s support for 
Russia, which he sees as ‘pro-Russian neutrality’. He expresses support for maintaining 
the status quo in the Taiwan Strait, but also strikes a more cautious notes, warning that 
‘American policy towards China risks bringing Russia and China even closer together’, and 
stating that ‘though there are clearly major disagreements […] China is and will remain a 
partner [for Europe] in many areas’.

Malta

Malta does not appear to have any foreign policy documents related to China. Like Cyprus, 
Malta is a potential gateway for Chinese interests into Europe. There is little policy debate 
on China and discourse on China is largely dominated by Chinese media.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands published a policy document focused on China in May 2019, entitled  
‘A New Balance’. The 53-double-paged document explores five themes in relations with 
China: 1) sustainable trade and investment, (2) peace, security and stability, (3) values, hu-
man rights and the international legal order, (4) climate and (5) development cooperation. 

The document is less of a strategy and more of a position paper, elaborating bottlenecks in 
bilateral relations and stating grievances. However, it does go further than the Swedish and 
Finnish strategies in suggesting specific policy responses, with sections in each chapter on 
‘Aims’ and another entitled ‘How will we do this?’.

The first section explores Dutch and European grievances with the bilateral relationship, 
including lack of reciprocity and level playing field in the economic relationship. With re-
gards to national security and economic activity, it adopts the creed ‘open where possible, 
protective where necessary’. The paper refers to the Dutch cabinet’s position as ‘construc-
tively critical’, and calls for a ‘new approach’ that is ‘open where possible, protective where 
necessary, and based more on reciprocity’.

On security, it states that China does not pose a conventional short- to medium-term threat, 
but that the cyber threat is substantial, and expresses concern over ‘substantial investments 
in expeditionary capabilities’.

In the values section, the paper claims that ‘China’s view of human rights affects three 
levels: in China, in the Netherlands and at the multilateral level’. It mentions the situation 
of Uyghurs in Xinjiang and reiterates the government’s belief in universal human rights.

The climate chapter, while stating that the Netherlands ‘sees opportunities for cooperation 
with China’, also tackles dependency on China for raw materials, and highlights the ‘risks 
of greenwashing’ and the leakage of Dutch technology.
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On development and debt, the paper states that the ‘government sees China primarily as a 
donor, lender and superpower’, and acknowledges both the positive contribution of China as 
a development actor and ‘negative impact, in particular on UN human rights policy, trade 
policy and multilateral debt forums’.

On the EU, the paper states that ‘the government sees the EU as the most important chan-
nel in its relationship with China [and] European China policy stands or falls with EU 
cohesion’. It urges the EU to ‘take more account of China’s strategic operations and long-
term thinking’, and that ‘the Netherlands would support an EU dialogue with the US on 
China [and that] coordination of the input with EU Member States is necessary’. It states 
its priorities in the relationship with China at the EU level as: a) level playing field; b) im-
plementation of the Paris climate agreement; c) human rights and situation of the Uyghurs; 
and d) the international legal order.

The document devotes space in its chapter on ‘cooperation within the kingdom’ to ‘China’s 
increasing influence in the Caribbean and the surrounding area’.

It makes an interesting acknowledgement that due to the Chinese Communist Party’s belief 
in hostile Western intentions, ‘the Netherlands can do (or refrain from doing) relatively lit-
tle to keep China friendly’. It concludes that ‘it is therefore important to seek cooperation 
on the basis of interests, without having to deny that there are ideological differences’.

The document ends with a call to strengthen knowledge and capacity on China at all levels, 
and states that the cabinet will ‘invest in a long-term knowledge network in the field of 
China’ in collaboration with the national government.

Poland

Poland does not have a China strategy, and it is unknown whether it is in the process of for-
mulating one. China is mentioned only in passing in the Polish foreign policy strategy, and 
once in the 2020 National Security Strategy, in reference to the ‘growing strategic rivalry’ 
between the US and China.

In the past, there have been differences between the more pro-China policies of Poland’s 
President Andrzej Duda and the Prime Minister’s government, but following the war in 
Ukraine, the two camps have become more aligned with each other and distant from China. 
The transatlantic relationship also figures heavily in Poland’s geopolitical outlook.

Portugal

Portugal has published neither a China strategy nor an Indo-Pacific strategy, though it 
has been a vocal advocate of the EU Indo-Pacific strategy. Foreign ministry texts mention 
China only in passing, largely in terms of economic opportunity. Its 2013 defence strategy 
mentions China three times, also in the context of seeking a stronger partnership. A revised 
strategic concept is due, and it is possible that this document will incorporate a more crit-
ical and up-to-date version of geopolitical realities.

https://chinaobservers.eu/whats-behind-polish-dual-track-policy-on-china/
https://cnnportugal.iol.pt/augusto-santos-silva/santos-silva/santos-silva-vivemos-um-tempo-em-que-os-aliados-sao-preciosos/20221118/6377b27e0cf255d6e13b23bd
https://www.portugal.gov.pt/pt/gc23/comunicacao/noticia?i=novo-conceito-estrategico-de-defesa-devera-clarificar-a-visao-sobre-o-nosso-lugar-no-mundo
https://www.portugalresident.com/portugal-to-adopt-new-strategic-defence-strategy-by-year-end/
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Romania

Romania has not published a China strategy, and it is not known to be formulating one. 
Neither does it have a national strategy for the Indo-Pacific. Its 2021-2024 Government 
Programme contains a paragraph on Asia that briefly references EU initiatives and docu-
ments, claiming that ‘Romania can contribute to the achievement’ of the EU Indo-Pacific 
strategy by ‘developing bilateral relations with like-minded partners in the region’. 

On Romania’s relationship with China, it states that ‘activities arising from the broad part-
nership and cooperation will be continued, respecting the economic and strategic interests 
of Romania and in accordance with the [2019 EU] Joint Communication’. It also states 
that Romania ‘will contribute constructively to the strengthening of a single voice of the EU 
Member States in relation to China’.

Romania’s National Defence Strategy 2020-2024 briefly mentions China in the context of 
China-US tensions, stating that US ‘pre-eminence” will ‘remain indisputabl’, and that this 
is ‘tantamount for Romania’s national interests’. 

Slovakia

In 2017, Slovakia published an optimistic strategy on developing economic relations with 
China. This was intended to be followed up with an action plan, but the foreign ministry 
stopped its adoption after it was realised that the plan overly focused on economic oppor-
tunities. There is a foreign policy strategy under preparation that should include a chapter 
on the Indo-Pacific, but the status of preparation is unknown.

The Slovakian foreign ministry publishes several policy documents that touch upon China. 
Its 2022 Strategic Foresight document mentions China 46 times in 56 pages, and outlines 
several scenarios that turn on the admission that ‘geopolitical development’ is ‘primarily 
determined by the ongoing rivalry between the US and China’. 

The 2021 annual foreign affairs report contains an interesting emphasis on not only 
European, but transatlantic alignment: ‘A credible approach to European and transatlan-
tic integration and a clear stance towards our allies in order to consolidate European and 
transatlantic unity must be part of our foreign policy.’

The 2020 foreign policy framework suggests a slightly softer stance on China, inserting be-
fore the EU’s framing of China as a partner, competitor and rival the assertion that ‘China 
is at the centre of current geopolitical dynamics, and Slovakia wants to develop bilateral 
relations with China with an emphasis on economic cooperation and resolution of global 
problems’.

Slovakia’s 2021 National Security Strategy, the most recent available, reiterates the part-
ner/competitor/rival framework, and acknowledges that China is using military, economic 
and political means to ‘assertively […] advance its interests’, and promises to take into 
account in mutual relations the fact that China ‘promotes its own model of governance and 
a different understanding of human rights and freedoms’.
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Slovenia 

Slovenia has not published a China strategy. Neither has it published a strategy on Asia, 
though it is currently developing a strategy on ‘Asia and the Pacific’ as part of a general 
reassessment of its foreign policy strategy. The last foreign policy strategy document was 
adopted in 2021, but only mentions China in passing. In January 2023, Slovenia’s Minister 
of Foreign and European Affairs unveiled the key points of a new foreign policy strategy, 
but did not touch upon China. The Slovenian National Security Strategy (2019) does not 
mention China.

Spain

Spain does not have a China strategy, nor is one likely to be in development. In February 
2018, the foreign ministry did publish a 32-page document entitled ‘A Strategic Vision 
for Spain in Asia’ that mentions China 33 times, but largely in terms of China’s economic 
importance. It does contain a section on the BRI, which claims that the initiative presents 
‘numerous opportunities’ and has ‘attracted interest in Spain’, but cautions that it requires 
monitoring by Spain and the EU ‘to ensure that the principles of openness […] are duly 
taken into account’. The document also notes that the ‘human rights situation in most Asian 
countries is not good’, but does not single out China.

Spain’s ‘Foreign Action Strategy’ for 2021-2024 mentions China 25 times in the 122-page 
document, firstly in the context of US-China rivalry, and then in the section on Asia. The 
chapter on Asia states that ‘China is the most relevant country with which more balanced 
relations should be sought, especially in the economic sphere, while at the same time trying 
to strengthen the EU’s position’. It outlines three principles of Spain’s policy towards China: 
‘that it establishes a long-term framework for relations with China’; that it ‘enables the major 
global challenges such as the fight against climate change […] to be tackled jointly’; and that 
‘it does not ignore the clear elements of rivalry that exist in the areas of values and interests’.

Sweden

Sweden has published a government communication on China, a 22-page document, dated 
26 September 2019, entitled ‘Approach to matters relating to China’.

The document describes itself as an outline of ‘Sweden’s relations with China and the Gov-
ernment’s approach to matters relating to China’, which it claims as necessary ‘in light of 
China’s growing influence in the world and the new implications, opportunities and chal-
lenges this brings’.

After the introduction, the paper begins with an assessment of China today, under headings 
such as ‘China’s system of government’ which states that ‘China is a one-party state without 
general and free elections’. The chapter also contains sections on state involvement in the 
Chinese economy, China’s growing global influence, military capabilities, and China’s inno-
vation and technology development. The following chapter briefly outlines bilateral relations, 
followed by a chapter emphasising the EU as ‘a cornerstone’ of Swedish China policy.

https://www.gov.si/en/news/2022-11-16-second-strategic-council-for-foreign-affairs-discussing-china/
https://www.gov.si/assets/ministrstva/MZZ/Dokumenti/strateski-in-programski-dokumenti/strategija_ZP.pdf
https://www.gov.si/en/news/2023-01-26-minister-fajon-at-the-consultation-of-slovenian-diplomacy-the-slovenian-foreign-policy-will-succeed-if-it-is-open-and-inclusive/
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The fifth chapter outlines ‘The Government’s Approach to China’, running through a num-
ber of issue-specific sections: Security and defence policy; Trade and economics; Climate 
and environmental issues; China as a multilateral actor; Human rights; China as a devel-
opment actor; Technology, innovation, and digital transformation; Research and education; 
and Culture and media.

The beginning outlines several principles in the government’s general approach to China: 

• ‘Build on the interests and values of Sweden and the EU’

•  ‘Harness the opportunities that China’s development offers and manage
the challenges’

•  ‘Increase collaboration [on China] within and between the public sector, business
and civil society’

•  ‘Promote stronger EU cooperation [on China]’

•  ‘Increase knowledge of conditions in China’.

As with other Member State’s China strategies, it strongly emphasises a common EU approach. 

On security, the paper stresses the need to ‘consider the risks’ posed by ‘collaboration that 
occurs between Swedish and Chinese actors’. It urges greater cooperation between allies on 
assessing and acting on security challenges posed by China.

On the economy, it states that the Swedish government ‘will be a driving force’ for EU negotia-
tion of agreements that facilitate a more ‘level playing field for Swedish companies’. It supports 
the participation of Swedish companies in Chinese infrastructure projects in third countries.

On climate, it states that the government will seek cooperation with China, but that it ‘sup-
ports the EU making greater climate and environment demands of China’.

On multilateralism, it states that Sweden will, primarily through the EU, ‘demand that 
China abides by its international law obligations and that it take responsibility for rules-
based multilateral cooperation’. It also states that ‘China should no longer be considered a 
developing country’.

On human rights, it pledges that the government ‘will raise the issue of the serious human 
rights situation in China in a clear and consistent manner’.

On development, it states that it ‘is essential that China endorse the Paris Declaration and 
the principles of aid and development effectiveness, cooperate with OECD/DAC and comply 
with the ODA criteria’.

On technology, it acknowledges that ‘China is becoming increasingly important for Swedish 
companies’ with regards to innovation, but that there are also ‘risks and challenges associat-
ed with China’. Here it calls for more knowledge on conditions and trade-offs that may arise.

It strikes a more optimistic note on research and education, stating many challenges but 
also the primary goal that ‘awareness of Sweden as a knowledge and innovation nation is 
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high’ in China.

The paper does not suggest concrete policy solutions, but rather states support for EU pol-
icy, or makes general statements such as: ‘The Government will protect and promote inter-
national law in cyberspace and existing models of internet governance built on multiparty 
collaboration rather than state control.’

In conclusion, the document acknowledges the communication as ‘the start of, and basis 
for, a broader discussion on China’. Its clearest call is for establishing a greater knowledge 
base on China and enhancing communication on China, nationally and across the EU.

(Non-EU) Switzerland

Switzerland has a 40-page ‘China Strategy’, adopted 19 March 2021. True to Switzerland’s 
reputation for neutrality, it adopts a slightly less critical tone than the German, Finnish, 
Dutch or Swedish strategies, and is more focused on economic cooperation. Focus areas 
are: Peace and security; Prosperity; Sustainability, and Digitalisation.

It acknowledges that because of ‘Switzerland’s commitment to democracy, the rule of law, 
human rights and a liberal international order’, the relationship with China ‘increasingly 
faces conflicting objectives’.

The document does not shy away from acknowledging the challenges China poses to Swit-
zerland. The balance of interests is summed up here: ‘Switzerland is neutral, does not 
belong to any bloc, and is committed to dialogue with all states. At the same time, it will 
continue to defend its long-term interests and values.’

The document poses several objectives in its relationship with China:

•  ‘Switzerland will pursue its long-term interests and values with regard to China’s 
security policy agenda more effectively.

•  Switzerland will champion the principles of the international order in its dealings 
with China. 

•  Switzerland will encourage constructive engagement from China on arms control.

•  Switzerland will defend against Chinese espionage and interference activities on 
Swiss soil.

•  Switzerland will promote respect for human rights in China.’

(Non-EU) United Kingdom 

In the UK, the most important document related to China strategy is the ‘Integrated Review 
of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy’, published by the Cabinet Office 
in March 2021. The document describes China as a ‘systemic competitor’ and notes that 
‘China’s increasing power and international assertiveness is likely to be the most significant 
geopolitical factor of the 2020s’.
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The 2023 Integrated Review Refresh (IR2023), in March 2023, included a much longer 
section on the threat posed by China, using the phrase ‘epoch-defining and systemic chal-
lenge’. The updated IR2023 pledges that the government will double funding for China 
capabilities across the government. The IR2023 uses three buzzwords to describe its China 
policy: ‘protect’, meaning national security and defence of supply chains, academic free-
doms and critical infrastructure; ‘align’, meaning working with allies to counter China 
abroad; and ‘engage’, meaning cooperation with China and continued economic engage-
ment where possible.

Recommendations for further research
This study provides a starting point for further research into the difference between EU 
Member State’s China policies and the value of having a public China strategy.

Only four EU Member States have published China focused policy documents in the past 
five years. Even these documents, commonly referred to as ‘China strategies’, are not so 
much concrete strategies as position papers on China. 

In order to assess the common ground and points of divergence on China policy between 
EU Member States, it would therefore be necessary to go beyond publicly available policy 
documents. Further analysis of officials’ statements on China and desktop research into 
relations with China, as well as interviews with stakeholders and country experts, would 
provide more substance for analysis.

The absence of policy documents on China is interesting in and of itself, and raises the ques-
tion of whether EU countries should be working towards national strategies on China. It 
would be highly valuable to further assess the role such documents play in the policymaking 
process.

This mapping exercise touches upon the likely motivations behind publishing or not publish-
ing a China policy paper, but further research should be conducted on the process around 
formulating a national China strategy document. 

It would be worthwhile asking what effect the published strategies in Finland, Germany, 
Sweden and the Netherlands have had on China policy and the debate in those countries. 
Learning how these countries have or have not implemented review and evaluation mecha-
nisms might also provide valuable insights for countries currently moving forward with the 
strategy drafting process.

Additionally, and drawing from stumbling drafting processes in Austria and Greece, it 
would be worth considering how governments might keep momentum going during and 
after the process of formulating a China strategy document.
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Map 1: China policy documents and Indo-Pacific strategies in EU Member States, 
UK and Switzerland

This map was last updated in August 2023 and has been sourced with publicly available information. 

  China Policy Document (internal and public) & Indo-Pacific/Asia Strategy

  China Policy Document only (internal and public)

  Indo-Pacific/Asia Strategy only

  No published policy document to date

Source: Jacob Mardell (research) & Joan Lanfranco (DataViz) created with Datawrapper.
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